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WARMINGS Read Before Using Your Sega DreamcastT Video Game System 

Anyone who uses (he Sega Dreamcast should read the operating manual for the software and console before operating tiiem. 
A responsible adult should read these manuals together with any minors who will use the Sega Dreamcast before the minor uses it 

Somi e&mef hnomtw^ofpeopfeare susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed to certain flashing lights 
or light patterns that they encounter in everyday life, such as those in certain television images or video games. These seizures or loss 
of consciousness may occur even if the pen-ton has never had an epileptic seizure. 
If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy when exposed to flashing lights, consult your doctor prior to 

using the Sega Dreamcast. . 
In all cases, parents should monitor the use of video games by their children. If any player emnoes dims.blurtedvision eyeOr 
musde twitches, loss of consciousness. disorientation, any involuntary movement or convulsion, IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUE USE 
AND CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE RESUMING PLAY. 
To reduce the possibility of such symptoms, the operator must follow these safety precautions at all times when usrng the 

Sega Dreamcast. 
- Sit a minimum of 6J5 feet away from the television screen. This should be as far as the length of the controller cable. 

* Do not play if you are tired or have not had much sleep. 

* Make sure that ihe room in which you am playing has all the lights on and is well lit 

- Stop playing video games for at feast ten to twenty minutes per hour. This will rest your eyes, neck, arms and fingers so lhat you can 
continue comfortably playing the game in the future, 

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS 
To prevent personal injury, property damage or malfunction: 

* Before removing the disc, be sure it has stopped spinning. 

* The Sega Dreamcast GD-RQM disc is intended for use exclusively on the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not use this disc 
in anything other than a Sega Dreamcast console, especially not in a CD player. 

* Do not allow fingerprints or dirt on either side of the dtsc. 

* Avoid bending the disc. Do not touch, smudge or scratch its su rfeoe, 

* Do not modify or enlarge the center hole of the disc or use a disc that is cracked, modified or repaired with adhesive tape. 

* Do not write on or apply anything to either side of the disc, 

* Store the disc in Hs original case and do not expose it to high temperature and humidity. 

* Do not leave the disc in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat 

i Use lens cleaner and a soft dry doth to ctean the disc, wipi ng gently from The center to the edge. Never use chemicals such as dement 

and paint thinner to dean the disc. 

Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture tube damage or mark the phosphor of the CRT Avoid repeated or extended use of 

video games on large^screen projection televisions. 

SEGA DREAMCAST VIDEO GAME USE ,, ™ 
This GD-ROM can only be used with the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not attempt to play this CD-ROM on any other CD 
player; doing so may damage the headphones and/or speakers. This game is licensed for home piay on the Sega Dreamcapt video garni* 
system only Unauthorized copying, reproduction, rentei, or public performance of this game is a violation of applicable laws. TTim 
characters and events portrayed in this game are purely fictional. Any similarity to other persons, living or dead, is purely coincidental. 

A Special Message from CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT 
Thank you for selecting MARS MATRIX for your Sega 

□reamcast. We at CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT are proud 
to bring you this new addition to your video game library, 

CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT, INC. 
m Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA 84086 

© CAPCOM CD.. LTD. 2001 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

© CAPCOM U.S.A., INC. 2001 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
CAPCOM and the CAPCOM LOGO are registered trademarks 

of CAPCOM C0„ LTD. MARS MATRIX and CAPCOM EDGE 
arg trademarks of CAPCOM CO., LTD. 
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CAPCOM EDGE HINT LINE 
Hints are available: 

ggjfjfjGf (1-90Q-976-3343) 
$.99 per minute for 24-hr. pre-recorded information. 

$1.35 per minute for live Game Counselor assistance. 
From Canada: 1'900-67^h?2 |$T.35 per minute]. 

Must be IS years nr elder, nr have parental permission. 

Game Counselors available Monday - Friday 8:30 a.m. ■ 5:00 p.m. 
Pacific Time. This hint line supports games produced by 
CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT, INC. only. No hints will be given 

on ouf Consumer Service line. Yqu must have a touch-tone 

phone to use this service. 

CAPCOM ON-LINE 
0 
Visit our website to see all the great new CAPCQM products or 

Id check out featured games on-line! You can glso e-marl us at 
nregamail^capcom.coni for tochnicat help or to find out what's 

new at CAPCOM I 



Half a century has passed since humans successfully 

carried out their project to migrate to Mars. 

During the colonization, several self-governing areas 

\ formed on the red planet Vut independent control was 

1 never granted. Instead, the MV A (Mars Development 

j Agency) was created hy the Earth federation. 

H Outwardly Mars seemed, to be self-governing, 

|P In reality if was a shackled colony completely 

controlled hy Earth. 

ifc: DECEMBER &TH 2309 

A sudden crackle of static hursts into Earths 

atmosphere. An unexpected transmission from Mars 

k breaks into all broadcasts - We declare our 

M independence. We are no longer Earths subjects'1 - 

ffl and all contact from Mars is lost. 

m The red planet maintains an eerie silence. 

■ All. of Earth'? attempts to contact Mars fail 

■ ^Realizing the situation is extreme, the Earth federation 

w Army readies its toughest military contingent to deploy 

I from the moon and converge on Mars. This armed 

space force fs made up of hundreds of ships - 

and a few experimental fighters ... 

Space explodes info a battlefield. The Mars War 

of Independence beginsl 
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SEGA DREAMCAST™ 
SEGA DREAMCAST HARDWARE UNIT 

DISC DOOR 

POWER DUTTON 
This turns, the unit 

ON or OFF 

OPEN BUTTON 
Press to open 

the Disc Vo or 

CONTROL PORTS 
Use these ports to connect the Sega DreatncasF Controller or other 

peripheral equipment, from left to right are Control J&rf A, Control Pbrt 13, 
Control Port Cr and Control Port D. for MAPS /^XATPIX, use Control 

R?rts A and 13 to connect controllers for players 1 and Z respectively. 

AWKS MAjplX is a Uto-Z player game. "Before turning the Sega 

Dreamcast power ON, connect the Sega Dreamcast contfollerisJ 

or other peripheral equipment into the control ports. Purchase 

an additional controller (sold separately) to play with two people. 

W 

SEGA DREAMCAST VISUAL MEMORY UNIT {VMU> 

A 

.A 

Slopp Button 

1 Mode BLitton 

B Button 

A Button 

To automatically save scone rankings, option 

settings and other game information, insert 

a Visual /Memory Unit (VMU) into Expansion Slot 1 

of the controller in Control fbrf A BEFQPC 

turning on the Sega Dreamcast 

Note: While saving a game file, never turn OFF 

the Sega Dreamcast power remove the memory 

card or disconnect the controller 
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CONTROLS 
• The button assignments on pages 9-10 are the defaults. You can change them 

in Options Mode. (See page IS) 

• MARS MATRIX is a l-to-2 player game. Connect controllers or other peripheral 

eguipment before turning on the Sega Vreamcast. 

• Never touch the Analog Thumb Rd or Triors L/R while turning the Sega 

Vreamcast power ON. Doing so may disrupt the controller Initialization procedure 

and result In malfunction. If the Analog Thumb Thd or triggers L/R are accidentally 

moved while turning the Sega Vreamcast power ON. immediately turn the power 

OFF and then ON again, making sure not to touch the controller 

• To return to the title screen at any point during game play, simultaneously press 

and hold the A, B, X, Y and Start buttons. This will cause the Sega Vreamcast 

to soft-reset the software. 

SEGA DREAMCAST JUMR RACK™ 
MARS MATRIX supports the Jump Tbck vibration 

peripheral. When inserted into the Expansion Slot 

of a Sega Vreamcast controller or compatible peripheral 

equipment, the Jump Rck provides a vibration effect 

that can considerably enhance the gameplay experience. 

Note: When inserted into Expansion Slot 1 of the Sega Vreamcast 

controller the Jump Rick connects, but does not lock. If the controller 

is jarredthe Jump Rck. may fall out during gameplay or otherwise 

inhibit game play operation. 

A 

SEGA DREAMCAST CONTROLLER 

Rapid fire 
Not used 
Cancel selections 

Confirm selections 
/ Fite 

Start Button 
- Start game/Skip demo 
* Pause / Resume 
- Start Player 2 in mid-game 

FORWARD VIEW 

OVERHEAD VIEW 

Analog Thumb Pad 

-Oft- 

0Erectional Button (D-Button) 
* Choose a game mode and fighter 
* Adjust Options Mode settings 
* Move your fighter in & directions 

Right Trigger - 
(Trigger R) 
* Fire Piercing Cannon 

(hold down for 
continuous fire) 

Expansion Slot 1 



Start Button - 
■ Start game / Skip demo 
■ Pause / Resume 
■ Start Player 2 in mid-game 

l Button - Fire Piercing Cannon (hold 
down for continuous fire) 

Joystick-— 
* Choose a game mode 

and fighter 
* Adjust Options Mode 

settings 
* Move your fighter 

B Button - Cancel selections 

a Button - Confirm selections / Fire 

* The button assignnhnfs on pdges 9-1Q dm the defaaltk You !can change 

thorn in Options Mode, (See page l&) 

• 7b returrt fa the Tffescreen &f any point during game play %imultaneoii$iy 

press and hold the A, I^pC, Y and Start butfbns. This will cause the Sega 

Vre am cast to soft-reset the software. 

STARTING A GAME 

Press the Start Dutton at the Tile screen to 

display the Main Menu To make your selections, 

use the Directional Button to chaos# and press 

the A "Button to confirm. 

• Before starting play, set game options 

by selecting OPTIONS, fSee page IS) 

• Select a game mode by choosing APCAVE 

MOVet ELITE MOVE or SCOPE 

CHALLEN&E. (See game mode 

descriptions beginning on page 16) 

• Select a fighter: Mosguifo 01 or Mosguito OZ 

(Ybu can also select a fighter every time you 

continue a level during play) 

• A brief control instruction demo begins, 

(You can skip this by pressing the Start Button) 

• MAPS MATPIX combat beginsI 

MAIN MENU 
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GAME SCREEN 

ITEM COMBO GAUGE 

HIGH5C0PE 

scone 
EXP POINTS 

LEVEL 

CREDITS 

ITEM COMBO CADGE 

GHB GAUGE 

The highest score achieved in ; 

sfour current score. 

N6ur current experience points, 

'four fighters current level. 

Number of fighti 

Time limit for 

remaining. 

Item Combo Pints. (See gaining 

Gravity Hole Bomb Gauge: The bar decreases when 

you use absorption barrier Mosguito. fhu cannot use 

if'again until the gauge refills. 

(Not shown) Displays when you re fighting a boss 

character When the time runs out the boss 

character retreats. 

BOSS TIMER 

COMBAT RULES 
EVOLVING YOUR MOSQUITO FIGHTER 

When you defeat certain enemies or hit 

enemies with absorbed bullets, Experience 

Cubes appear and float onscreen. Collect 

these cgjpes (by flying over them) and your 

fighter will evolve up to. level o. 

UEM COMBO POINTS 

When you colled Experience Cubes, you 

earn Experience Points. 'Your Experience 

Pintsi ane Vsed as your basic score 

multiplier Try to collect Experience* Cubes. 

guickly and get your score multiplier as 

high as possible. 

GAME OVER 

When your fighter is hit by an enemy. 

bullet,-.you Jose one fighter (You don't lose 

| your fighter by touching an enemy itself) 

‘When all your fighters are lost> your game 

ybu can continue your game [up to 3 frmes) 

by pressing the Start Button during- 

the countdown. When you restart a level; 

you can Select a different fighter at the fop 

of the game screen. 



PIERCING CANNON 

• 'Release the A Button briefly 

and then press if again* 

• Hold down the Trigger R 

to rapid-fire the Piercing Cann 

• The Piercing Cannon is a powi 

mid-range laser The closer the 

is when you deploy it, the mon 

damage the. .shot will do. 

*Vv». 

ATTACK MODES 

L 
ji'fi 

NORMAL SHOT 

• Press the A Button rapidly. 

• Hold down the X Button to rapid-fire 

the normal shot. 

• As you collect Experience Points and 

raise your fighters level, the normal 

shot becomes more powerful 

ADSORPTION BARRIER MOSQUITO 

• When the &HB ((Gravity Hole Bomb) 

GRAVITY HOLE BOMB (GHB) 

• When the OHB Oauge Is full, hold 

dqwn the A Button until the full gauge 

is drained of energy 

(Gravity Hole Bomb is a super powerful 

explosive that attacks a large area on 

screen. The closer the enemy is to you 

when you deploy if the more damage 

if wreaks- 



GAME MODES 
ARCADE MODE 

A perfect conversion from the original arcade game 

ELITE MODE 

Play an enhanced version with various options adde 

to the original game. You can adjust Special Options 

settings for this mode. (See page 19) 

EUTEMODE [A] Enemy positiori&are 

rearranged for the Sega 

Vreamcasf version. 

EUTEMODE [BJ Enemy positions are the same\ 

as in the aneade version. ..... 

SCORE CHALLENGE MODE 

for 1 player only. Choose a stage and score 

as high as you can. There is no limit to the number 

of fighters you have. 

Score Challenge Mode has a special feature: 

When you defeat an enemy with the Piercing 

Cannonf a spray of small Stardust Cubes appears* 

Each one adds l point to your Experience tbinfs 

when collected\ r 

Sbu can adjust, Special Options settings for.-Score 

Challenge Elite Mode games. (See page 19) m 

RANKING 

Check the score ran kings 

in Arcadei Elite and Score 

Challenge Modes. 

Use the Directional Button 

or Analog. Thumb fhd> or press 

the Triggers UP to look at score 

rankings for different game mode. 

STRATEGY 

Check out a strategy demo for each 

stage. You can buy strategy demos 

in Shop Mode (see page 4u). Press 

the Start Button during a demo 

to return to the Title screen. 

RANKING INFORMATION 

NAME Pi oyer name 

SCOPE Player score 

EXP Experience Points 

SIC Highest stage reached 

VIE Difficulty level 

CCS Cami?o Oauge speed (Elite 

Mode only) 

SPD Fighter speed (Elite Mode only) 

&L initial level (Elite Mode only) 

C-HB OHB &auge charge speed 

(Elite Mode only) 



COWBO TIME Adjust the speed 

of the Item Comho 

Gauge countdown. 

Adjust your fighters 

starting level 

Set the speed at which 

the (Gravity Hole Bomb 

Gauge charges. 

Play with the 

background colors. 

GHBCHARGE SPEED 

BG GRAPHICS 

SPECIAL OPTIONS MODE 

Special Options are additional options 

that can be purchased in Shop Mode 

(see page ZO). Special Options settings 

affect the Elite Mode levels only 

in regular and Score Challenge Mode 

games (see page IQ. 

OPTIONS MODE 

Adjust various game settings. Highlight an option by pressing the Directional 

Button or Analog Thumb fid #/# and adjust by pressing W^. 

DIFFICULTY 

Nu/mcn of ships 

CREDIT 

SCREEN 

SOUND 

Adjust the difficulty level for Arcade and Elite Modes 

from I (easy) to 8 (hard). The default rs H. 

Set the starting number of fighters for Arcade 

and Elite Modes from 1 to 7. The default is 3, 

(Fighters H to 7 can be purchased in Shop Mode; 

see page 20J 

Sef the starting number 

of credits from 1 to 9 or 

FREE. The default is 3. 

(Credits to 9 and FREE 

can be purchased in 

Shop Mode) 

Press the A Button 

to see a submenu where 

you con adjust screen 

size and positioning. 

Press the A Button to see 

a submenu where you can change 

button assignments and turn 

the Jump Rick vibration ON/OFF 

(when a Jump Thck is being usedA 

Prsss the A Button to see a submenu 

where you can choose STEREO or 

MONAURAL according to your speaker 

system. You can also sample background music 

(BOM) and sound effects (5E) 



SHOP NODE 

By advancing through the game and saving 

your score, you can earn enough to 

purchase various options. Your scores are 

converted to '$ and you can see how 

much you have jby accessing Shop Mode. 

h the Shop Mode screen highlight 

an option and press the A Button 

to purchase it (if you have enough S J. 

GALLERY 

(So to Shop Mode to purchase 

the Gallery. Browse through 

artwork from M/37?5 

/MATRIX. When you choose 

an unlocked image, you will 

be ashed if you want to 

urchase it. Highlight 

ES or NO and press 

the A Button, 
8 

PAUSE MENU 
Press the Start Button during gameplay 

to reveal the Thuse Menu. Choose from 

the following opt ion s while paused: 

CONTINUE Resume piay for press 

the Start Button to resume! 

SCREEN Press the A Button to see 

a submenu where you can 

adjust screen size and 

positioning. 

CONTROLLER Press the A Button to see 

a submenu where you can change 

button assignments and turn 

the Jump Pick vibration ON/OFF 

{when a Jump Pbck is being used). 

EXIT GAME Quit and return to the Main Menu, 

% 
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SAVING/LOADING 

Score rankings, option settings and other 

game information are automatically saved 

and loaded to an optional memory card. 

When they cannot he automatically 

saved or loaded (no memory card is 

inserted), a message will appear 

Please follow the on-screen 

instructions. 

This game requires a memory 

card with 7 free blocks to save 

a game file. 

• /In optional memory card must 

be inserted in Expansion Slot 1 

in order to save and load 

a game file, 

• Auto-save occurs when the Aftgin 

Atanu is displayed after gameplay. 

Auto-had occurs when you start 

the game. 



TAKE IT TO THE EDGE. CAFCOM EDGE, 
COLLECT CAPCOM EDGE PROOF-OF-PURCHASE POINTS 

EVERY TIME YOU BUY ANY SPECIALLY MARKED CAPCOM 

GAME TO EARN AMAZING GEAR LIKE SHIRTS, GAMES OR 

EVEN A PORTABLE CD PLAYER! PLUS, YOU'LL BE ABLE TO 

WIN QUARTERLY SWEEPSTAKES WITH KILLER PRIZES - LIKE 

YOUR OWN SIGNATURE SIZE ARCADE MACHINE. 

DON’T FIGHT IT! SIGN UP TODAY 
JUST COMPLETE THIS ENTRY FORM OR SEND A 3X5 CARD WITH 

YOUR NAME, ADDRESS PHONE NUMBER AND DATE OF BIRTH, 

AND PARENTS SIGNATURE (IF UNDER IS) TO: 

CAPCOM EDGE 475 OAKMEAO PARKWAY, SUNNYVALE, CA 94066 

www.capcoin.com 

cftEDrrs \ 
Manual Design: Hanslaw Ink & Image; Markeltog: Todd Thereon, Sean Mytett * 
IteteiUahnssn and Kate Williams; Creattvs Services: Jennifer Deauville and Marion -s 

■Clifford; Package Design: Micks Ntortta end Jamie Gibson; Transtetkm: Masayute ' 
Fukurrofo; PR: Melinda Mongellu^. Mali Atwood and Carrie Start; Special thanks 
to: Tam Sliiaiwa, Miki Takano, Bill Gardner; Robert Lindsey and Customer Service. 

9D-DAY LIMITED WARRANTY 
CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT. INC. rCAFDQMfl M to foe original consumer 
flat m Sega Dreamers! GD-ROM ("GP-ROM") from CAPCOM shall be free from 
delEds in materia and woriananship for a period of 90 days, from d^e of purchase, 
if a defeat rxwered by Unis warranty occurs during this 9Ckfoy wanarity period, 
CAPCOM m replace foe GD-ROM free of charge. 

To receive this warranty service: 
1, Notify the CAPCOM Consumer Service Department of the problem requiring 

warranty service by oiling (409} 774-0400. Dur Consumer Service Department 
is in operation foam 9:50 rLro. to 5:00 pm Pacific Time. Monday three# Friday. 

2. ir foe CAPCOM service technltian is unable to soto the preb'em by phone, hekbe 
vdll tosfoutf you to return the aiiine GO-ltaM to CAPCDM freight prepaid at your 
■own risk of damage or ctetivery. Wb recommend sending your GD-ROM cerliEfid 
mail. Please include your safes slip w simitof procfrof-purchase wifoin the SOKfery 
warranty petted to: 

CAPCOM 
Consumer Service Department 

475 Oakmead Partoray 
Surntyjale, CA940S6 

lliis warranty shall not apply if the GD-RDM has bean damaged fry negligence, 
acddenl, unreasonable use. modification, tampering or by Giber cases tmrelaied 
to itie defective materials crvrerfcmansftifi. 

REPAIRS AFTER EXPlfiATlOM OF WARRANTY 
II m GD-RDM develops a problem after foe 90-day warranty perfed. you may 
toil EIb CAPCOM Consumer Service Department at the phone number noted 
previously, |f ihe CAPCOM service technician s urable to sefoe toe problem fry 
phone. bafcfrg may instrocl you to retorn the defective GD-RQM fo CAPCOM 1ra#l 
prepaid at your owi risk of damage or tfelrvery. erdosing a tfredt or money for 
$20.00 (U.S. funds only) payable to CAPCDM. We recommend sending your GD- 
RDM certified m$rl CAPCOM will replace the GD-R0M, subjed to die conditions 
ahove. If replacement GET AO Ms are not avaHabfe, the defective product will be 
returned to you and foe $30.00 psymeirt refujided. 

WARRANTY LIMITATIONS 
AivY APPLICABLE FMPUED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES 
DF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 
ARE HEREBY LIMITED TO NINETY m OATS FROM THE DATE OF 
PURCHASE AND ARE SUBJECT TO'THE CONDITIONS SET FORTH 
HEREIN, IN NO EVENT SHALL CAPCOM BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL 

mm MATFHK 

IPTS, 

mm mmm 

-—■■FTS 
DR INCI-DENTAL DAMAGES R£SUEjlNG\ 
FROM THE BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS 0R\ 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES. 

The provisions of this warranty m valid in the ^ 
United States and Canada only. Some states and v 
provinces do not allow limitations on how tong an\ 
Implied warranty lasts or exclusions at consequential or\ 
incidental damages, so the above UmitattoRs and ^elusions 
may nol apply to you, This warranty gives yon specific leyaf\ 
rights, and you may have other rights, which vary, from slate to\ 
slate or province to province, \ 

ESRB RATING ' 
This product has been rated hy the Entertfonmefli Software Ralin^ board. 
For information about the ESRB rating, or to comment about Ihe 
appropriateness ol the rating, please confocl Ute ESRB al t^0€’77l-3772. 

Sega is registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office; Sega. 
Dreamca&t and the Dresmcasl logo are either registered trademarks or 
trademarks of Sega Cbrp. All Rights Reserved. Made and printed in the 
USA, WARNING: Operates only with NTSC televisions and Sega 
Dreamcast. systems purchased in North and South America (except 
Argentina, Paraguay and If rug nay). Wilt not operate with any olfoer 
televisions or Sega Dreemcasl systems. Product covered under one or 
more pi ihe following U.S. Patents: 5.460,374; 5.S2SJ7G; 5,627,695; 
5,63-8,173; 4,442,4*6. 4.454,594; 4.452.076; Re. 05,839: Japanese Patent 
No, 2670538, (Patents pending in U.S. and othsr conforms): Canada Patent 
No. 1.133,275. The ratings icon is a trademark ol the P— 
Interactive Digital Software Asodatfcn. Sega of America ! 
Dreamcast, tec, P.O, Sox 7639, San Francisco, CA 
94120. 
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